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Wisconsin Police Chiefs and Sheriffs
New Firearms Qualification Standard

On September 5, 2012, the Law Enforcement Standards Board (LESB) unanimously adopted a
handgun qualification standard. This standard is now the required minimum qualification course for
a recruit to pass firearms in the basic academy, and ensures that all academy graduates meet a
common minimum performance standard.
As a state standard, this course serves as the required qualification course for former Wisconsin
officers requesting a certification card, pursuant to s. 175.49(2)(a)2, or former federal officers
requesting a certification card pursuant to s. 175.49(3)(a)2, Wis. Stats. Adoption of a state handgun
standard allows any LESB-certified instructor to qualify former federal or Wisconsin law
enforcement officers. The firearms instructor conducting the qualification must be LESB-certified
and must issue the specific certificate provided on WILENET. This certificate can be relied upon by
law enforcement agencies as satisfaction of the statutory qualification requirement. For example,
this allows a retired officer living across the state from their former agency to qualify locally, and
mail the specified certificate to their former agency. However, it remains the sole responsibility of
the officer’s former agency to comply with any other statutory requirements of s. 175.49 (such as
verifying eligible service, ability to own a gun, etc.) and to then issue the retired officer certification
card. The qualification certificate, even when combined with a “retired” ID card, is not sufficient.
Finally, law enforcement agencies are encouraged, but not required, to adopt this or a more rigorous
standard. Completion of this qualification course merely demonstrates the ability to competently
operate a handgun. After qualifying, further training is needed to refresh officer skills and
experience. The LESB handgun qualification packet cites examples showing that officers need
ongoing recent, relevant, and realistic training in addition to mere completion of a qualification
course.
You can find the new standard in WILENET’s Training Center. Log-in to WILENET and then
click on DOJ / Training & Standards / Training Center / Law Enforcement / Tactical Skills /
Firearms / Texts. A copy of the “former officer” qualification certificate is attached.
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